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June 30 , 1971

Dr . Ivory Nelson
Asst . Dean of the College
Campus
Dear Dr. Nelson:
Enclosed is a notice relating to the submission of Title II
Water Resources Research Project Proposals for Fiscal Year
19 73 .

I shall be pleased if you would review this material and
determine if there re specific oppcrtunities in this proposal for Prairie View A. and M. Colle e .
Your usual fine cooperation in this matter will be appreciated.
Very truly yours ,

Alvin I . Thomas
President
AIT/pam
Enclosure

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20240

Notice Relating to the Submittal of Title II Water
Resources Research Project Proposals for Consideration
for Fiscal Year 1973 Funding Beginning July 1, 1972
June 11, 1971
Dear Sir:
The Office of Water Resources Research, U.S. Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C. 20240, is now accepting unsolicited research proposals
in the field of water resources for consideration for fiscal year 1973
support, beginning July 1, 1972, pursuant to Title II of the Water
Resources Research Act of 1964, as amended.
Title II of the Act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to make
grants, contracts, and matching or other arrangements with educational
institutions, private foundations or other institutions, with private
firms or individuals whose training, experience, and qualifications
are, in his judgment, adequate for the conduct of water research
projects, and with local, State, and Federal Government agencies to
undertake research into any aspects of water problems related to the
mission of the Department of the Interior which he may deem desirable
and which are not otherwise being studied.
Within the broad research program authorized by Congress, the Office
of Water Resources Research desires to encourage and support research
investigations dealing with major water problem areas and which hold
promise of contributing to the solution of important water problems.
In its fiscal year 1973 program, the Office of Water Resources Research
proposes to emphasize support of research in the major subject fields
listed in the enclosed "Examples of Priority Research Subjects for
Title II Support." Priority consideration will be given to those
proposals that explicitly relate to one of the major subject fields
or to any of the problems identified under those major subject fields.
However, research support is not necessarily limited to those priority
research subjects and any technical approach or idea which holds promise
of contributing to the solution of the Nation's water problems will be
given every consideration for support.
To allow sufficient time prior to July 1, 1972 for proposal review,
contract negotiation, and transmittal to the Congress for a 60-day
period as required by Title II of the Act, formal proposals must be

submitted to the Office of Water Resources by January 10, 1972, in order
to be eligible for fiscal year 1973 funding. Although proposals may be
submitted to OWRR at any time, those received after January 10, 1972,
will be held for future consideration for support.
Detailed instructions and forms for the submission of proposals for
consideration for funding under the Title II provisions of the Water
Resources Research Act may be obtained from the Director, Office of
Water Resources Research, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington,
D.C. 20240.
If you have previously submitted a Title II proposal to the Office of
Water Resources Research we urge you to critically review the relationship of your proposal to the attached listing of fiscal year 1973
priority research subject areas before resubmitting the proposal for
further consideration for support. We feel that this is particularly
appropriate for proposals which have been on our active list for two
or more years and have failed to be selected for support. If you
believe your previously proposed research relates to the Department
of the Interior research needs we encourage you to submit a revised,
updated version of the proposal for consideration for support in fiscal
year 1973. In this connection you may wish to request a copy of OWRR's
fiscal year 1973 Title II program instructions and forms. This will
assure the Office of Water Resources Research that all information and
data needed to evaluate the proposal are available, and that the proposal is current for fiscal year 1973 fund support consideration.
Please let us know if we may be of further assistance. Your interest
in the program of the Office of Water Resources Research is appreciated.
Sincerely
yours,
.
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H. Garland Hershey
Director
Enclosures 2
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NOTE

In the event you do not plan to submit a research proposal
for fiscal year 1973 consideration pursuant to the above
notification, but wish to be kept on our mailing list for
receipt of subsequent-year notification, please complete
the attached form letter and return it to our Office.
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OFFICE OF WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH
EXAMPLES OF PRIORITY RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR TITLE II SUPPORT
FISCAL YEAR 1973

The Office of Water Resources Research has identified the following
major subject areas for priority research support in the fiscal year 1973
program. Some examples of specific research topics within these major
subject areas are presented to indicate the range of problems needing
research. A given research proposal may deal with limited aspects of an
identified problem, or it may deal with several of these problems. The
problems are listed simply as examples of subjects to which research
proposals may be related. In preparing the proposal, the principal subject or problem on which the proposed research is to focus should be
identified by number and title as used herein. No significance should
be attached to the order of appearance of the subject areas on the
priority list.
CMRR will consider funding subject areas of research no·t included
on this priority list if the research proposal provides convincing
reasons that the subject area of research is of high priority, and within
the purview of Title II of the Water Resources Research Act of 1964, as
amended.
Because certain important and urgent water resource problems require
research involving a number of technical disciplines in the physical,
life, or social sciences, law, or public administration, significant
progress toward their solution may require relatively high level of effort.
For that reason, OWRR is prepared, as appropriate, to consider a limited
number of proposals with corresponding funding levels as determined by
sound research design and prudent management.
1. Analysis of Planning, Managerial, Financial, Operatin~ and
Regulatory Policies of Water Resources Institutions. The analysis of
water rights doctrines especially as they affect the process of decisionmaking, user attitudes and water management practices and policies
requires further study. Research and perhaps case history studies are
needed on the problems associated with multiple jurisdictions and conflicting objectives in metropolitan and regional water resources planning
and management. Also, technological tools for planning water resource
development on a regional or basin-wide basis may have advanced beyond
our institutional capabilities for implementing the plans. While the
many conflicts, discussions, and negotiation involved in finding acceptable plans are truly part of the democratic process, further understanding
of the mechanisms of the process could serve to expedite the implementation
phase, thus benefiting all parties concerned. Research goals should be to
provide a basis for establishment of improved mechanisms including evaluation of alternative means of augmenting and conserving supply, for water

resources planning, implementation of plans, and to improve management
effectiveness through lessening of conflicts, uncertainties, and confusion among claimants to the resource. Research is needed to investigate the institutional and political restraints on shifting water from
agricultural to nrunicipal-industrial uses, and other uses of potential
or actual greater priority. In addition, determinations ought to be
made as to just what is the participation of the general public in water
resources planning and development. Furthermore, does that portion of
the public which is being heard from actually provide a true consensus
of the Nation's population?
2. Water Resources Policy and Political Institutions. Understanding
of policy and institutional problems is indispensable to sound water
resources management by both the public and private sectors of the Nation.
Research is needed on how institutional policy is measured and formulated
and what policies and institutional arrangements are conducive to sound
water management. Among the questions to which research could be directed
are those involving current policies and institutions. The river basin
as a water management unit needs further evaluation with respect to the
compatibility of water resources management objectives and the needs of
regional economic development. How institutional arrangements affect
the role of the private sector in water resources development needs to
be researched. A very large segment of water resources needs are fulfilled via the activities of the private sector. Comprehensive analysis
of the socio-economic water system requires understanding of how the
private sector responds to alternative water management institutions.
How have Federal policies and alternative state tax and regulatory
policies affected the private role in the several functional areas of
water service? How have Federal and state grant programs influenced
the use of private investment capital in the financing of local water
development? What would be the most effective means to evaluate the
changes taking place in our society toward interest in other than
strictly economic and technological factors of water resources development, e.g., such important policy-related elements as quality of life,
aesthetics, and similar humanistic aspects?
3. Hydrologic Systems Analysis. The application of operations
research tools such as mathematical modeling and simulation, optimization and design theory need to be assessed and further explored in relation to hydrologic events and to planning of surface and ground water
resources development. Research of a hydrologic nature should be
initially designed so that physical results obtained are in a form that
is suitable for economic analysis. Research needs in the area of optimization include a better definition of benefit functions to portray the
economic losses incurred during shortages in agricultural, municipal, and
industrial water supplies. Rainfall-runoff models applicable to large
watersheds and using both deterministic and stochastic approaches are
needed. Correlation of mean annual or seasonal runoff with precipitation,
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evapotranspiration, physiographic and vegetal parameters would be useful
in application to similar areas of sparse hydrologic data. Operations
research and information theory techniques should be examined for potential application to inflow-outflow problems in hydrology, to flood
routing, reservoir operation, data network design, automatic control and
monitoring of water distribution systems, etc.
4. Urban and Metropolitan Water Resources Problems. Research is
needed on urban hydrology and the effect of man's activities on water.
Such research should include evaluation of the impact of urbanization
on the frequency and magnitude of flood peaks, reduction of low flows,
decrease in natural ground water accretion, impairment of water quality,
erosion, etc., and development of methodology and technology to cope with
such problems. Knowledge of the effects of urbanization on drainage,
water quality, stream regimen, water yield and flooding are essential to
intelligent development and utilization of metropolitan water resources.
A study of public acceptance of alternative sources of municipal water
supply should be encouraged. Research is needed to define and quantify
social, esthetic, and recreational use of metropolitan water supply
reservoirs, and preservation, protection, and beneficial uses of marshland, estuaries and other waters in close proximity to urban regions.
Research is needed on the effects of urban encroaclunent on rural watersheds, the effects of changing land use patterns, the economic consequences
of the conversion of irrigated land to urban uses and the conversion of
irrigation water and water rights to municipal and industrial use. Innovative approaches to water-related recreation, attractive waterfront
development, and open space in the urban environment are needed. Research
is needed on methods to reduce the cost of providing water and sewerage
service. The use of "withdrawals" as a measure of water demand can be
misleading when the demand-supply balance in water management and planning
becomes critical. A new, rigorous definition of "water requirements"
(residential, industrial, commercial and public uses) is needed which
will take into account the factors of usage, withdrawal, consumption,
recycle, returns and dilution, as well as new and future technologies
having an impact on water usages. Consideration must also be given to
the economic dimensions of water use practices.
Alternative procedures for determining municipal and industrial
water prices need to be developed. The possibility of refinements in
classifying consumers into different groups with differential price
schedules should be undertaken.
Studies on non-structural alternatives to urban flood-plain
zoning are needed.
Intergovernmental and metropolitan organizational devices for supplying urban water should be analyzed, and the kinds of financing employed,
institutional arrangements used, success or failure of meeting specified
objectives should be studied. There are probably hundreds of arrangements
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nationally, running across and through all units and levels of government. Knowledge of how one unit of government compares with another
in the adequacy and cost of services being provided could lead to
improved urban water management practices.
Contemporary water resource plans are being formulated for
river basins and states. How can these plans be maximally sensitive
to urban water resource needs and vice versa, how can urban water
resource plans best fit into river basin and state water resource plans1
5. Environmental Considerations in Water Resources Planning and
Management. Flowing and standing water in urban areas can contribute
significantly to a quality environment. This may include streams and
waters. What is meant by a quality environment? What constitutes the
esthetic and amenity values?
Urbanization has affected most of these uses and values. How
can research help to restore and enhance degraded environments, protect
what is still left, and do these things in a way compatible with a growing population and an expanding economy.
There is a need to develop systematic interdisciplinary
approaches to insure integrated use of natural and social sciences and
the environmental design arts in planning and decisionmaking with regard
to the management of water and related land resources.
In addition, studies are needed to suggest effective organizational arrangements among regional civil jurisdictions to implement
and finance solutions to environmental problems. These studies should
identify appropriate incentive programs, cost-sharing and other financial
arrangements to deal with water resource environmental problems.
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 requires that
all Federal agencies identify and develop methods and procedures which
will insure that presently unquantified environmental amenities and
values may be given appropriate consideration in decisionmaking along
with economic and technical considerations. To this end, environmental
impact statements are required as a part of water resources project
evaluations. For this purpose, "environmental impact" means the probable
impact on the environment of a proposed action by man. Research can be
employed as a valuable tool in the better unde~standing of what is the
most meaningful content of such an impact statement. Also, what are
its data needs, how may it best be developed and used, what is its
significance and relationship to the objectives of future water resources
development?
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6. Evaluation of Economic Importance of Various Uses of Water,
Cost Allocation, Cost Sharing, Pricing and Repayme1t. Methodologies
are needed for estimating future demands in time and place with full
consideration given to the economic relationships between supply and
demand as well as the impact of new technologies.
Study is needed of methods allocating costs among the various
functions of nrultiple-purpose water resource projects. This is made
difficult because market pricing techniques customarily do not reflect
certain values which are recognized by the public. Research is needed
to develop alternatives to market pricing for quantifying esthetic,
recreation, fish and wildlife benefits, and water quality.
Research is needed for improving the methods used in evaluating primary and secondary benefits of water resources projects. Also,
research is needed to identify costs and reimbursement possibilities
associated with esthetic, amenity, recreation, and other benefits, to
establish methods for determining attitudes and public preferences with
respect to competing demands on the water resource, and the ability and
willingness to pay for such benefits. Meaningful comparative studies
on cost of water importation versus water reuse are needed.
Research dealing with adequate treatment of risk and uncertainty
in the design of water resource systems is needed. The question of risk
involves the adequacy of forecasts as a means of reducing hydrologic risk.
Research is needed to define functional relations between derived benefits
and adequacy of forecasts for selected projects. This should involve a
fundamental searching examination of the nature and significance of risk
and uncertainty. The research should produce usable methodologies for
incorporating such risk and uncertainty concepts into planning and design
of water resource systems.
Analyses are needed to determine the effects of costs of water
supply and water quality upon production costs of industries, business,
and agricultural activities.
7. Analysis and Evaluation of Water Resources Projects with Special
Emphasis on Identification and Evaluation of Benefits Derived. Postaudit studies of existing water resource projects for irrigation, water
supply, flood control, and multiple purposes should be made with a view
to identifying the full range of benefits, effects, and social values on
the economy of the project area. The studies should be wide-ranging in
analyzing planned and unplanned effects, as well as considering projects
in the light of National economic efficiency benefits and alternative
objectives such as environmental quality, regional and local economic
development, and social well-being. Where benefits cannot be set forth
in monetary terms, an attempt should be made to provide descriptive
measures.
5

Benefit-cost analysis has been the principal tool for evaluation
of public investment programs, including watershed and water resources
programs. It has ranked projects and programs in terms of the objective
of economic efficiency only. Research is needed to determine appropriate
alternatives and multi-objectives which will insure that presently
unquantified environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate
considerations. Evaluation of methods to quantify values in terms of
appropriate objectives and assigning weights to these values is needed
so that alternative objectives and/or combinations of objectives can be
compared. This would include a diversity of objectives such as alleviation of poverty, improved distribution of income, environmental quality,
and other social values.
Studies are needed to examine possible competition between
objectives of water resource developments such as industrial and domestic
demand for water versus agricultural use and/or recreational use. Research
might be carried out, for example, to determine regional economic and
social impacts of the various utilitarian, recreational, and/or amenity
uses of water.
8. Ground Water Management and Protection. Research is needed on
management methods and techniques to protect the ground-water resource
from degradation and to insure its availability and safety for domestic
and nunicipal purposes. In many areas, nationwide, productive aquifers
find limited use because the quality of the ground water is unacceptable.
Many constituents or properties imparting objectionable tastes, odors,
or esthetic traits exceed allowable limits.
Water management agencies are becoming more and more informed
and interested in artificial ground-water recharge as a means of conserving surface runoff for future use. Artificial recharge of water
spreading is now practiced in many areas, particularly California, by
delaying runoff over permeable alluvial fans, thus permitting more time
for the water to infiltrate. Better techniques should be researched as
to feasibility of water spreading and well injection in various geologic
terranes. Similarly, recharge pits can be used to harvest storm and
other high water runoff for replenishment of ground water reservoirs.
Research is particularly applicable in regions where the surficial
materials are of low permeability.
Sanitary landfills, a connnon means of solid waste disposal, can
become sources of pollution to both ground water and surface water if
these sites are not carefully located and monitored as to the character
of the leachates and other fill materials. More attention involving
research as to hydrologic and geologic criteria for site selection will
be required.
In many areas throughout the United States, storage of certain
peak streamflow might be accomplished by recharge into saline or brackish
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aquifers. The problem in this procedure is the degree of mixing that
will result between the fresh recharge water and the salty water of the
aquifer. Municipalities faced with conjunctive use of surface and ground
waters would stand to benefit by the development of a predictive model
which would permit adequate planning of the recharge-withdrawal operations. Such a mathematical model could reduce, for selected situations,
the loss of high quality recharge made marginal in quality by dispersive
mixing at the interface.
9. Protection and Rehabilitation of Estuarine Resources. Research
is needed to develop criteria, standards and guidelines for including
ecological effects in planning for water resource development of estuaries
and coastal bays, such as: dredging, filling, dams, diversions, land-cut
canals, hurricane barriers, and finger-type developments. These studies
should attempt among other things to assess the biological effects of
these developments by changing temperature, salinity, flow regimes, circulation, flushing and sedimentation, and destruction of vegetation.
Studies designed to develop information or techniques useful to
planners are indicated, also, in the areas of socio-economics, political
science, institutional arrangements and law. Assessment of human factors,
constraints, and public attitudes regarding optimum use of estuarine areas
is needed to integrate with technical physico-chemical and biologic
information.
10. Thermal Loading Problems. With the expected increase in number
of electric generating plants and the consequent thermal loading of rivers,
lakes, and estuaries, increased research attention is needed in physical
mixing and thermodynamics of the heated discharges; in development of
economically competitive alternatives to use of once-through water as a
heat-transfer medium; on biologic, ecologic and environmental impacts;
on types and quantities of data required to properly evaluate facility
sites and to choose among alternative sites; on adequacy of regulations
and procedures for site selection with respect to water use and management; and on possible ways of utilizing the heat for man's advantage.
11. Water Demand Considerations. In regions where water supply is
unable to keep up with the demand, the value of water for specific
purposes will increase. Further research is needed on the effect of
price on demand with specific attention to the value of water for irrigated agriculture, recreation, industry, urban use and other purposes.
In addition to the economic factors controlling water demand
it is clear that other factors will control demand in the future. It is
contended that water should be viewed as a facilitative resource for economic development. In opposition to that view is the suggestion that
water development projects be used as a mechanism for regulating growth
and/or maintaining a status quo environment. The consequence of either
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course of action, the measurement of the benefits derived, the beneffts
derived, the affects of such policy on GNP, the regional economy, quality
of life, etc., needs to be determined if intelligent water resource
policy is to be developed. Research is needed to determine appropriate
alternative objectives and to develop methods to evaluate the benefits
in relation to costs for the different objectives, such as, improved
distribution of population, environmental quality, and other social
values.
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To:

Director
Office of Water Resources Research
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Subject:

Title II Mailing List -- Notice relating to the submittal
of Title II water resources research project proposals
for consideration for fiscal year 1973 funding beginning
July 1, 1972

Relating to the above subject, although we may reconsider the matter
at a later date we do not now plan to submit a research proposal for
consideration for fiscal year 1973 funding. However, we would like
to receive your subsequent-year notification. Therefore, please
keep us on your Title II mailing list, using the address set forth
below.
Name and/or title, organizational identification, street address,
city, state, and zip code are as follows:

June 3, 1971

Dr. Ivory v. Nelaon
Assistant to the
Dean of the Coll ge
Campua
Dear Dr. Nelaona
I wish to expreea my sincer appreciation to you for the leadership which you have taken with the Public Service Career Program.
I feel that thia is one of the truly distinctive prC>grams which
has been brought to our oam,pus in the past several years.
With kindest regards, I am
Very truly yours,

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/111av

PRAIRIE VIEH AGRICLILTURAL AND "1ECHANICAL COLLEGE
Prairie Vie,,,, Texas
r~ay 26, 1971
nffir.~ nf
J~u: r,f -1; 1,~

f.')llcge

,~ . C. L. Wilson
I\ . E. r.reaux
Mr . L. V. Francis
Or. T. P. Solomon
r1r. 11. E. <:arrea tliers
·-:r. Leroy r1ari on
r1r. Hende 11 Davis
urs. R. Bland Evans
nr. r,eorqe Stafford
··rs. Vera Askew
1
' r. Herman Jones
Miss Lois Parson
•1r. H. fl. ~'urdock
rir .

t4r. G. W. Kendricks
~,rs. ~1ary Kirkwood
Dr. George Ragland
~~r. C. " . Thomas
~1r. 11. R• Be 11
r~r. ,la cob Boyer
Mrs. Vivian Smith
~,r. l\. Lefieaux
~1r. L. Tramble
f1r. H. Perkins
nr. s. R. Collins
Mr. Bi 11 y Hot·1a rd
~1r. A. Peterson

Colleagues:
nn June 2, 3, and 4, 1971 the United States Civil Service Commission
"'!ill conduct t11ro (?.) •·rorkshons on this camnus tentatively scheduled between
tl1e hours of 10:nn a.ri. - 3:'lO p.111. fl descrintion of these 1,1orkshoos are
as fol lo•· s:
1

1.

Middle Manaqement Horkshoo. This t• orkshop is designed to
help those nersons in mirldle 1:1anaqement ,.,ho are charged
directly with q~tting thinqs done prof1tahly ~rith and
throuqh others. Specifically, the workshoo concentrates
on improvinq morale, organizing tiMe for maximum efficiency,
motiva t inq workers, cutting absenteeism, reducing turnover, winninq team work, traininq beginners and veterans,
trirrminq cost, increasinq production, safety, discioline,
effective communication, delegating work, budgetinq, and
techniques and strategies for successful management.

2.

W~r~shoo for Those ~ ~ Irroiedi ate Suoervi sors .2.!, ~
Skill er! Er.mfovr,cs. T'1is •rork~ hoo is rf : sfon('f 1 for thos r
P'"lrsons t••hor1 vnu S1Jnf: rvi S" and · 1ho arP in ~i rnct contact

1

wit1 low skilled emoloyees.

Parse 2
~1ay 26, 1971

Please desiqnate ncrsons frori vour ar~a to nar-t-ic·ipate in thP. Low
Skilled Workshop. You or your rlesiqnee are also asked to oarticipate
in the r1iddlc J1anaqement Workshoo. So please make every effort to arranq~
your schedulP for rnaximuM narticioation.
These ,:,orkshons are conducted in conjunction 1-1i th a grant that his
been received hy Prairie \lie · f\F.'·1 Col'leqe from the Public Service Career
Program under the Gov~rnor' s Office to train and upgrade emp 1o.vees t-:ho
meet the novertv level criteria here at the College.
The succe~s of this nrogram is wholly dependent unon the efforts and
coooeration of evervone rarticioatinq and you are asked to orovide your
uttPrMost cooncration in this training venture.
The follov•in~ aq0ncies need to provide a list of their possible
e~oloyees who are to be trained in the Puhlic Service Career:
Phvsical n1~nt and Enqineerinq
~1e111ori a1 Student Center
Hilliard Hall
Laundry
Buildinq and Grounds
nean of . tudents 0ffices
Fiscal nenartment
Thank vou verv much for your partici~ation and concern.
Resnectfolly yours,

Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of College

cc:

Dr. A. I. Thomas, President
Dr. A. J. McNeil, Dean

PRAIRIE \IIEl·I A.GRICLILTURAL ANO MECHANICAL COLLEGE

Prairie View, Texas

()ffir.~ of
~z~n r. f t 110. r.01 foge

C. L. Hilson
,.;r,~.
ir . I\ . E. r.reaux

r1 ". L. V. Francis

Dr. T. r>. Solomon

.,""

n

E. <:arrea tliers
Leroy ~,a ri on
~1r. Hendell Davis
~•rs. R. Bland Evans
nr. ~eorqe Stafford
··rs. Vera Askew
.,r. Herman ,Jones
~~iss Lois Parson
•1r. H. f). ~1urdock

r1r.
,., r •

r~ r. G. w. Kendricks
~1rs. r.1ary Ki rk\110od
Dr. George Ragland
tk. C. II . Thomas
~1r • 11. R. ne 11
r-1r. ,lacob Boyer
Mrs. Vivian Smith
~1r. l\. LePieaux
P.~r. L. Tramble
r1r. H. Perkins
nr. s. R. Coll ins
Mr. Bi 11 v Hm·1ard
~1r. A. Peterson

Colleagues:
nn June 2, 3, and 4, 1~71 the United States Civil Service Commission
'-'Jill conduct t11,o (?.) •·rorkshons on this camnus tentatively scheduled between
the hours of 1'1:/'ln a.1'1. - 3:')0 p.rn. /'. descrintion of these 1,1orkshops are
as follo"'s:
l.

Middle r~anaoement 1-!orkshoo. This 1•1orkshop is designed to
help those nersons in rnirldle 1;1anaqement ,,,ho are charqed
directly with CJP.tting thinqs don~ profitahly Nith and
throuqh others. Specifically, the workshoo concentrates
on improvinq morale, orqanizinq tiMe for maximum efficiency,
1T1oti vati nq 1•mrkers, cutting absenteeism, reducing turnover. wi nni nq team \'JOrk, trai ni no heqi nners and veterans,
trirrminq cost, increasino nroduction, safety, discioline,
effective communication, delegating work, budgetinq, and
techniques and strategies for successful management.

2.

Wq_r~shon for ThosA :!h.<?_ 8r!l Imn,edi ate Suo~rvi sors Q.f. Low
Skill ed Er.m1ovr-cs. Tliis •.-rorl-:shoo is t:!-:sionC'<1 for thos <'
or'lrsons \•rhOM vou s•m i:rvi S" and ··1ho arP in ~i r'"'Ct contact
with low skil 1ed emo 1oyees.

PariP. 2

~1ay 26, 1971

PlcasP desiqnatc> rie?rsons frrn11 ,_1our ar(>c\ to na:~t·ic-ip;,tc in thP. Lov1
Skilled Workshop . Yo11 or your cfesionee are also asked to oc1rt1cipa~.e
in the f1iddlr. ~1anaqr.ment Workshoo. So please make every effort to ar-r~r.0~
your schGdulP for maximum narticioation.

These ,-,orkshons are conducted in con,iunction ,.,; th a 9rant that h.:;s
been received hy Prairie \licl"I /\F.'·1 Col"leqc from the Public Service Career
Pr-oqram under the Gov~rnor I s Office to train and uograde emr 1o.vees \·Jho
meet the novertv level criteria here at the College.
The succc~s of this nroqram is wholly dependent uron the efforts and
coooeration of evervone narticioatinq and you are asked to orovide your
ut.tPrMost cooncration in this traininq venture.
The fol lot•i n'l a<10nci es n0ed to provide a 1is t of thci r possi hle
e~nlovees who are to be trained in the Puhlic Service Career:
Phvsical r1~nt and Enqineerinq
~1cmori al Sturl.ent Center
Hilliard Hall
Laundry
Buildino and nrounos
ncan of Students 0ffices
Fiscal nenartment
Thank vou verv much for your partici~ation and concern.
Resnectfolly yours,

Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of College
i"t 1/mah

cc:

Dr. A. I. Thomas, President
Dr. A. J. McNeil~ Dean

June 22, 1971

Dr. Archie Ayers, Program Officer
land-Grant Colleges and Universities
Division of College Support
U.S. Office of Education. BHE
ROB 4052, 7th and D Streets, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20202
Dear Or. Ayers:
This letter is to request a three month extension on our Fiscal Year 1371, Title
Ill, Grant number 190. The following reason is given for the request.
We are presently completing the Mathematics Curriculum Programs and the final
documents are now in preparation by our staff. This time will be utilized to
comp 1ete these f i na 1 preparations.
As you know, one of the programs we plan to put in operation this year is the
establishment of our Academic Achievement Center. We have already equipped it
with an Audio-response system, other types of Audio-Visual equipment and supplies
to service 136 students at one time. We anticipate serving students in writing,
English, speech, history, political science, music, and business. Thus, we
would like pennission to utilize any excess funds from Grant number 190 after the
three month extension to assist us in purchasing equipment for utilization in our
Academic Achievement Center. The following is a list of additional equipment
needs for the Aca demi c Achievement Center.
1. Four IBM Selectric Typewriters
2. Electronic Stencil Printer (A. B. Dick)
3. A. B. Dick Duplicating Machine
4. 3M Master Oiazo Transparency Maker
5. Two Beseler Automatic Test Graders
6. Electric Stapler
7. Multilith Duplicator
8. A. B. Dick Ditto

@ $475.00
@ 800.00
@ 600.00
@ 600.00
@

800.00

@ 150.00
@ 900.00
@ 500.00
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June 22, 1971
Dr. Archie Ayers

Thank you ve~v much for all your help and assistance in our Title III program.
Sincerely yours,
Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of College
IVN/ah
cc:

Dr. Alvin I. Thomas, President

June 14, 1971

Dr. Ivory V. N lson

Asst. to the Dean of the
college
C mpus

near Dr.

elaon:

Encloeed ia the origin 1 copy of the fully executed Public
Service contract between the Diviaion of State/Local
Rel tiona of th• Governor•• Office and Prairie View A.
and M. COlleg.
Wit

kindest reg rde, I am

very truly youra,

Alvin I. Thcmaa

Prea14ent
AIT/mfa
Attachment

June 29, 1971

Dr. Ivory Nelson
Asst. Dean of College

Campus
Dear Dr. Nelson:
Enclosed is the EPDA Higher Education Personnel Training
Programs for 1972-73.
Please review this brochure and determine if it has applicability to Prairie View A. and M. College.
~ery truly yours,

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/pam
Enclosure

June 17, 1971

Director
Institutional Grants Program
Division of Institutional Resources
~atiooaJ
St1erce foundation
Washington, o.c. 20550_ _ __
Dear Sir:
Prairie View A. &M. College wishes to apply for an Institutional
Grant for Science, 1971. This grant will be used for direct costs in
strengthening Prairie View's scientific activities, and will not be
used for any other purposes or for indirect costs.
Dr. Ivory V. Nelson, Assistant Dean of the College is the
coordinator for all federal programs at Prairie View A. &M. College.
Very truly yours,

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/mo

PRAIPIE VIE 1•1 /\GRICULTUR~L AND t1ECHANICAL COLLEGE

Prairie View, Texas

P r. E S S

R E L E AS E

From:

Ivory V. rlelson
Assistant Dean of College
Prairie Vie\·! Alm College
Prairie View, Texas 77445

lt4'1EDIATE RELEASE

A Grant in the amount of $20,61)3.00 for an Economic Study of the Texas
Oyster Industry in the Freeport area, has been made to Prairie View A&r1
College by the U.S. Bureau of Commerce, National Marine Fishery Service for
the period June 1, 1971 thru
The orogram

\·1il l

r~y

31, 1972.

be administered by the nepartment of EconOflli cs at

Prairie "iew t\&r 1 College and ,-,ill be directed by Clarence M. Batie, Professor
of Economics.
The proqram is designed to study the probable effects of deliscening
of oyster boats in the Freeport area, and the relationship of the oyster
industry to the economic growth of other industries present in the area.

PP/\IPIE VIE'·! J\G'11CULTlJR/\L /\tlD ~1ECHMHCAL COLLEGE
Prairie View, Texas

P RE S S

°'

ELEA S E

From:

Ivory ''· Nelson
Assistant Dean of College
Prairie View A&M College
Prairie View, Texas 77445

A Grant for the a~ount of $20,000.0n for support of a project entitled
Man and His Institutions has been made to Prairie VieN A&M College by the
National Endm1ment for the Humanities for the period of one year.
The program t1i 11 he directed by the Oepartment of Socio 1ogy, and

\-Ji

11

be directed by Dr. ~eorge Ragland.
The program is designed to prevent certain cultures, ideas, problems
and areas of interest common to all social sciences.

It Nill trace social

roles of man from the related distances of human ~eogra~hy, anthropology,
economics, political science, psychology, sociology, philosophy, history,
soci a1 i·mrk and l a\•J.

PPAIRIE VIEM /\GRICULTURAL /lf'!D r~ECHArJICAL COLLEGE
Pr.:iirie '!iew, Texas

P RE S S

r.

F.

L EAS E

From:

Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of College
Prairie View A&M College
Prairie View, Texas 77445

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

t. Grant for the a111ount of $40,151.00 for <traduate Education for
Secondary Schoo 1 Teachers in Chemistry has ~een r,ade to Prairie View A&r1
Collene by the national Science Foundation for the summer 1971.
The program will be administered by the Chemistry Department under t
the direction of Or. L. C. Collins.
The program is designed to enahle secondary school teachers to obtain
a Master's Degree in Chemistry and to attain teacher certification in Cherristr_y.
The long ranqe ohjective of the program is to better equip secondary
school teachers of science vrith Materials in the sciences that are relevant
to the needs of today' s .v outh.
Selection of the narticipants Nill result from a nation-wide recruitment of secondary school teachers committed to a career in science.
Each participant selected will be given an award of $75 per week~ plus
$15 per dependent.

PPJ\IRIE VIE'! AGRICULTll~L AND r1ECHMlICAL COLLEGE

Prairie View, Texas

P RES S

R E L E AS E

From:

Ivory V. Nelson
~ssistant Dean of College
Prairie View A&~1 College
Prairie Viet·/, Texas 77445

Ir1fffDIATE RELE/.\SE

A Grant for the amount of $10,016.00 for high school participants in
CheMi s try has heen riade to Prairie Vi e ·r f\tt 1 Co 11 ege by the rla ti ona 1 Science
1

Foundation for the summer of 1971.
The nrogram •·1 ill be administered

by

the nepartment of Chemistry, and

t•Jill be directed by r1r. t,·lilliam Reid, Professor of Chemistry.
The program is designed to enable hiqh a~ility hi gh school students,
juniors and seniors, to take courses in chemistry and computer science.
The lon~ range objective of the program is to better familiarize
high school students with the role and scope of chelllistrv as it relates to
t.,e success of our ,,,ay of life.
Selection of participants will result from a nation-"Jide recruitment
of the ablest high school junior or senior committed to a career in chemistry .

PRt'\InIE VIE'1 J\r.RJCULTllRAL MID r1ECHl\r11cAL COLLEGE

Prairie Viet-J, Texas

P RE S S

RE L EA S E

From:

Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of College
Prairie View A&:1 Co 11 ege
Prairie View, Texas 77445

A Grant for the amount of $5,750.00 for tile training of undergraduates
in ' 1athematics Research Participation has been made to Prairie Vie\', /\&rl
College by the r!ational Science Foundation for the summer 1971.
The prograri will be administered by the DP.oartment of i1athematics
and directed by Dr. A. D. Stewart, Chainnan of the ~epartment of ·1athemati cs.
The prooram is designed to acouaint undergraduate ·1athematics majors
Nith the use of 111athematics in todav's research.
Four (4) undergraduate mathematics maiors will he selected from the
majors in the Department of Mathematics to partici~ate in the program ond
will be provided a stipend of t60 per week for 10 weeks.

PRAIRIE VIE 1·f AGRICULTURAL AMO ~~ECHAMICAL COLLEGE

Prairie Vie~, Texas

P RE S S

O

E L E AS E

From:

Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Oean of College
Prairie Vie~ A&MCollege
Prairie View, Texas 77445

IMMEDIATE RELEASE
.a. Grant for tt'le amount of $21,320.00 for ~raduate Education in ~1athe-

matics for secondary school teachers has heen made to Prairie View l\&f~ College
by the National Science Foundation for the suMmer of 1971.
The program will be administered hv the Oeoartment of Mathematics and
will be rlire~ted by ·.or.- A. O. Stewart.
Thr-- n·•,TJram is designed to l;nable secondary school teachers to complete
a Master's Degree in t1athematics and to attain teacher certification in
Mathematics.
The long range ohjective of the orogram is to produce better mathematics
teachers in secondary schools.
Selection of the narticinants will result from a nation-wide recruitment of secondary mathematics teachers committed 1n a career in mathematic~.
Each particinant selected ,·! ill be given an award of $75 per ,,,eek, plus
$15 per denendent.

PRAIRIE "IEM ACRICULTURAL A.rm t1ECH/VHCAL COLLEGE

Prairie View, Texas

P P- E S S

R E L E AS E

From:

Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of College
Prairie View Aen Co 11 ege
Prairie View, Texas 77445

IriV~EDIATE RELEASE

A Grant for the amount of $11,943.00 for the improvement of undergraduate t1edical Technology and Dietetics has been made to Prairie View A&M
College by the Public Health Services, nepartment of Health, Education, and
Welfare for the period Aprill, 1971 thru f.1arch 31, 1972.
Tr:~ ,1cdical Technology Training Program will be administered by the
Departmer.t of Bioloqv and the ~ietetics Training Program administered by
the School of Home Economics.
The program is designed to enable the College to purchase instructional
equipment and library holding, and to upgrade faculty training in both
Medical Technology and Dietetics.

PRAIPIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECH/lMICAL COLLEGE
Prairie View, Texas

P RE S S

RE L E AS E

From:

Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of College
Prairie Viel'/ A&M College
Prairie View, Texas 77445

IMMEDIATE RELEASE
A r,rant for the amount of $225,000.00 for r,raduate Education to train
Vetr.rans for Counsel ors in Junior Co 11 eges has been made to Prairie Vie\'! A&~,
College

by

the U.S. Office of Education for the period of June 1, 1971 to

·1ay 31, 1972.

The program will be administered by the Division of Education and Nill
be directed

by

nr. George Stafford, Professor of Education.

The program is designed to train returning Vie.., Nam, Korean, or Horld
War II Veterans to serve as counselors in Junior Colleges and to attain a
r1aster's Degree in Counseling Education.
The long range objective of the oror.ram is to produce better trained
counselors ,,,ho are cognizant of the needs of today's junior college students.
Selection of veteran fellm·•s Mill result from college graduates who
will be committed to a career in junior college counselors.
Each fellow selected wi 11 be given an award of $75 per \1eek and $15
per dependent.

Pfll\lRIE VIE\•l ,I\GRICULTURAL ANO MECHANICAL COLLEGE

Prairie View, Texas

P R E S S R E L E AS E

From:

Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of College
Prairie Vi e11, A&~, Co 11 ege
Prairia View, Texas 77445

lt1t1EDIATE RELEASE

A Grant for the amount of $140,000.00 for the development of MultiRacial Elementary School level Reading Curriculum materials needed as
instructional resources for all ethnic groups have been made to Prairie
\fie\•! A&f1

College by the U. S. nffice of Education under the Emergency

School /\ssistance Program, for the period March 1, 1971 thru February 28, 1972.
The program is designed to enable teachers from the Northeast Houston
Independent School District and Haller Independent School District, and
professor of Education at Prairie View A& 1 College to \, ork cooperatively
1

toqether as a team to develop these reading materials indicative of the
unique settings of the bro particular school districts.
The long range objective of the program is to produce reading
materials for all elementary grades that \·muld be relevant to all ethnic
groups.
Selection of the teachers for participation from these two school
districts will be made by the superintendent of these school districts.
Each c;chool district participant i,rill be given an award of $75 per
week for the sulffller participation.

PRAIRIE VIE' r Ar.tHCULTU~AL A~m "1ECH!\tHCAL COLLEGE
Prairie Viet-1 s Texas

P RES S

~

E L EAS E

From:

Ivory V. Uelson
Assistant Dean of College
Prairie View A&r1 College
Prairie Views Texas 77445

P·1'-1EDIATE RELEASE

A Grant for the amount of $10 5 000.00 in assisting the development of
the Prairie Vie'·/ local government community has been made to Prairie View
A&M College hy the U. S. Office of Education for the period of one year.

The program wi 11 be administered by the ni vision of Conti nuti ng
Edu ca ti on and 1·1il 1 bC! directed by Or. ~lone 1 Bro ,:n, Di rector, Continuing
Education.
The program is designed to enable Prairie \/iet•J /\&M College to assist
Prairie Viei-1 1 s city government officials

in the development of expertise

in the management affairs of city government.
The long range objective of the program is to provide the necessary
training to produce leaders who are skillful and adept in the prosecut:io'l
of city affairs.

PRAIPIE VIE\-! AGRICULTURAL AND r·~ECHANIC/\L C()LLEGE

Prairie Vi e1•J, Texas

P P ES S

P E L E AS E

From:

Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of College
Prairie Vi e\•J A&t1 Co 11 ege
Prairie View, Texas 77445

lr-t~EDIATE RELEASE
A rirant for the amount of $20,000.00 in Driver

Education for the

traininq of safety and driver's education teachers has been made to Prairie
Vie1 1 /\&MCollege by the Texas Education l\gency for the summer of 1971.
1

The program will be administered by the School of Industrial Education
and Technoloqy and directed by

nr.

S. R. Collins, Dean of School.

The program is designed to upgrade driver

education instruction a~d

to acquaint them tone rer techniQues in educational media that can be used
in the development of a driver's education orogram.
Selection of participants ,,,ill result fron a regional recruitment of
driver education instructors.

Each participant <1ill be a111arded a stipend.

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

,lune 30, 1971
Office of
DEAN OF THE CoLLEGE

JI. t

Dr.
Or.
nr.
Or.
Dr.
,,r.

James Johnson
Jack Echols
Georqe H. Stafford
I. D~ Starling
John Beas 1ey
Wayman Webster

ColleaQues:
This letter is to remind .vou that prooosals for PART E,
Education Professions Development Act for programs such
as our Veterans Institute for lq72-73 must be submitted
by August 1, 1971.
Proposal quidelines and oreparation materials are enclosed
and an.v assistance thts office can give to ass--re that our
proposals are submitted by August 1, 1971, we will be glad
to give.
Please remember l\ugust 1, fs only one month away. Mr.
l4ebster will be in charqe of develooinq the oroposal for
the Veterans progress.
Please provide this office with a proposal development
schedule.
Thank you ver.v much .

Ivo
• Nelson
Assi~tant nean of the Colleqe
cc:

Dr. A. I. Thomas
Dr. A. J. HcNeil
Dr. W. H. Clem
Dr-. J. L. Brown

Enclosures

'll

June 30, 197

Dr. Ivory v. Nelson
Assistant to the
Dean of the college
Campus
Dear Dr. Nelson:
Enclosed is the latest communication we have received concerning federal funds to colleges through the coordinating Board.
Please determine if there is any applicability of this memorandum to our present efforts here at Prairie View A. and M.
College.
With kindest regards, I am
Very truly yours,

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/maw

ptnclosure

Q!nnrbitudhtg lnarb
TEXAS COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
... o. ■ox 12788 CAPITOL STATION
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78711

June 23, 1971

TO THE COLLEGE OR UNIVEP.SITY PP.ESIDENT ADDRESSED:
The availability of federal construction funds is uncertain again this year
( Federal Fi seal Year 1972, July l , 1971 thru June 30, 1972). We request that
all institutions wishing to file supplemental applications on partially funded
projects to please do so by July 20, 1971. We would also like to know of any
new projects on which you plan to su bmit an application for the next closing
date ( July 20, 1971).
On May 1, the time of the year we usually ask for letters of intent to file
Title I applications, there appeared to be a strong possibility of having the
1971 Appropriation Bill passed by June 1. As we look at the educatioaal construction fund possibllities in Congress now, the picture looks very bleak.
The maximum amount mentioned for Texas institutions are $4 million for public
senior and all private colleges and universities. It is quite possible that
even this small amount for public senior and all private colleges will not be
appropriated. We had hoped by waiting to have the money in hand we woulcinot
be asking the institutions to file applications not knowing whether or not
their work would be in vain. Since the Congress has failed to act and the
closing date is fast approaching, our good intentions now have us in a bind.
We apologize that we must now ask your help in gathering this infonnation with
all possible speed. It is important that an institution wishing to file an
application please contact our office immediately. We would like to discuss
and evaluate every project with each institution by the end of June. This would
allow a few days prior to the closing date to solve any p~oblems that might arise.
As always, our office (A.C. 512, 475-2091) is available to assist any institution in the preparation of an application for facility funds. Your prompt reply
will allow us to serve the maximum number of institutions possible. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Landrum Hickman
Director of Facilities

WAYNE

E.

THOMAS,

CHAIRMAN ;

NEWTON

WALTER BASSANO; G , V, BRINDLEY, JR.,

GRESHAM,

VICE-CHAIRMAN ;

M,D,; WILL D .

DAVIS;

0 .

H.

JACK

ARTHUR;

ELLIOTT;

JAMES

ROBERT
P,

W.

HOLLER8,

BAKER;
D.D,6 .;

WALES MADDEN, JR.; WM . HUNTER MCLEAN; L. B, MEADERS ; FRED H . MOORE; HARRY PROVENCE; M. HARVEY - I L ;
WATSON W . WISE ; SAM D , YOUNG , JR .; AND H . B . ZACHRY ; BEVINGTON REED, COMMISSIONER,

June 29 , 1971

Dr . Ivory v. Nelson
Assistant to the
Dean of the College
campus
Re:

Emergency School As istance
Program
Grant No. OEG- 6-7l-0546
$40 , (40 . 80

Dear Dr. Nelsons
Enclosed is Notification of Grant Award on the above grant .
Pleas make thee ential copi sand
properly distribut a.

ee that they are

With kindest r g rds , I

very truly yours,

Alvin I . '1.1ho as
President
AIT/maw

Enclosur
cc: Mr . H.

Dr .

or .

•

A.

Dr. J .
Dr . G.

o.
w.

Murdock
Clem
J . McNeil
L . Brown
Grossman

-

I

DEPARTMENT OF Hr.AL TH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARI!

VlNDO,. NUMII!,.

o,

o,ir1cE
EDUCATION
WA5HIN0TON, D, C, 10101

003630

NOTIFICATION OF GRANT AWARD

I

CAN: 12061101
APPRO: 7510275

(Si,.11• SltHtu,e)
I. MAM• ANO AOO"UI 01' IMITtTUTION (If••• ltNef,
'

Prairie View A

&

c,,,, I•••• ""4 •ti' Oe4eJ

M College

.

l, O"ANT NUMII!,.

OEG-6-71-0546

I

I, P"OJECT NUMII!,.

Prairie View, Texas

77445

'
4,AMOUNT

s 40,640.80

'

I 'f,/30/72

I, PEAIOD 01' O,.ANT (1110t1tlt, Day, 1'-J

e.

MAICE CHECICI

PAYA ■ L•

,-,-OM

TOt

THi.ouoH

6/"21/71
Prairie View A

&

7. O"ANT "." .. u ,. (CINca _ ,

M College •

"·co ....

LO ....,11:0

I. 111',.Oll'OIAL TITLlt

Emergency School Assistance Program - 10%
- - - . -- . - ----- . I
e. ICOll'IE 01' WOfU(
·-- -

- -· · - - .. - - .

- · - • ..,,J

Work to be performed is approved for activities as presented in the proposal
submitted by Prairie View A & M College.
·
This grant consists of, by reference, the above named proposal and the Federal
Policy for the Emergency School Assistance Program; in addition to the attachments
consisting of fourteen pages of General Terms and Conditions-Emergency School
Assistance Program, to the extent modified by the alterations and special instructions
and a budget sunmary.

•

•

I

l
I O

I

\I

I,
I

I

IO. O"ANT AUTHO"ITY

Emergency School Assistance Program (P.L. 91-380)
APPIIOVID
It. NAME 01' O"ANTI OfffflClft (PIHH ,,,,.,

Maynard E. Weidmann .
U. IIONATU"IE

/

o, .AUTHO"IZltD OOVltftNMIENT O
'l,t'
✓a ld (,,(~

01 POIIM 5222, ti/II

I' CIAL

,

~?/~_,,
flltll'I.ACH

o•

l'O'"" 1ua. ,.,. . , WMICM II OHO\.·~·

Pr./\HUE VIE'·I N~RICULTllP./\L AND '1£::CH/\NICAL COLLE'1E

Prairie \fiew, Texas
RE.I\OING INSTITUTE BUDGET

I\.

PERSONMEL
1.
2.

-

Director
Faculty, 100% time, 6 weeks
Faculty, 50% time, 4 months
3. Secretarial Assistance ($2.0E/hr.)
4. Consultants ($100/day)
Subtotal Personnel
5. Fri noc ~cnf"!fi ts (6 1/?.~ of Salaries)
TOTAL PF,,smmEL

Summer

1971-72

$4,500.00
1,950.00
1,2()0.00
5'10.00
$ 8,150.00

$ 6,300.00
-02,~JOO. 00
l,2~0.00
500.00
$10,800.00

498.00

670.00

$8,648.00

$11,470.00

-0-

R. OTHER ..- OIRECT COST
Travel (Consultant and Staff
800.00
7. Ins tructi ona l ~1a teri al s for Read1 ng
Laboratory from EOL r1ater1a1 Laboratory
2 201050 CR AD F/S /
70.00
2 219202 CR FA f /s
175.00
/
2 201028 CR HG f/s
175.00
2 201030 CR JI f /s
175.00
2 207101 TX OEF
125.00
1 21'l"45 ~.ud X C'IEFA F11m __and
Cassettes
--25.00
1 431009 ~,n /\LB I L1stcn and Read
Tapes
97.50
1 431010 GHI ALB II Listen and Read
Taocs
97.50
1 • 431011 JKL Listen and Read Tapes
· 97.50
1 431015 t1U L1 sten and nead Tapes
195.00
1 41l~900" FA listen and 11rito Tapes
97.50
-------·-1 41901~ EA Listen and Read T~pes
97.50
38 . 319200 CR FA Study Guides
60.80

6.

500.00 .

.

~

·---

Summer
38
38
38

13
13

20
20
20
20
20
20
16
8.

CR HG Study Guides
301110 en JI Study Guides
301111 CR KL Study Guides
349001 Skimming and Scanning Text
349002 Skimming and Scanning .:. · •
Morkbook
331009 GHI ALB I LR Study Guide
331010 ~HI ALB II LR Study Guide
331011 JKL Study Guide
331015 t.~;,1 Study Guide
319355 EAL~ Studv Guide
319356 FA L':I Study Guide
-- -319005 Aud-X OEFA Study Guide

76.00
76.00
76.00
71. 50
32.50
27.00
27.00
27.00
50.00
32.00
32.00
13.60·--

Equipment
17

1
2
2

101011 CR JR. ~eaders
167026 Biometrics Reading Eye II ·

E11semble
110006 Aud-X Mark III \'11th 30"
Projection Table
110010 Table Top Screen

10. Pri ntin9
11. Library r,aterials
12. Conmunications
13. nfffce Supplies
TOTAL DIRECT COST

. 1,900.00

4,800.00

300.00
1,669.00
I

..

t

200.00

300.00
/

I

$17.~16.00

mornECT COST

TOTAL PROJ~CT COST $40,641'.00

3,600.00 .

1,700.00
25.00

9. 'rui ti on and Fees
30 persons@ $110.00 (Sunmer)
30 persons@ $50.00 (Fall)

C.

1971-72

$2,500.00
I

$500.00

-o-

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. · Changes:

Requests for substantive changes referred to in Clause 2., Scope
of the Project, will be submitted to the Grants Officer in Dallas, Texas.
2.

Payment Schedule:

The DHEW Finance Office, Dallas, Texas, shall, upon receipt of this
obligating instrument, process for the grantee a check payable in the
amount of$ 15,000.00
For the balance, if any, the 514l's and 5140 1 s in three copies each
will be mailcd · by the grantee 15 calendar days prior to the calendaT quarte-ifor which payment is expected beginning October 1, 1971
•
The 514l's and 5140's referred to in Clause 8., Payment Procedures, and
herein and any inquiries concerning payment will be submitted to:
Mr. Frank Oerting
Assistant USOE Contracting Officer
1114 Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
A/C 214, 749-2634
3.

Report for Actual Amount Expended:

The grantee shall . prepare two reports on the actual amount of money
expended. The format of the ' reports shall follow the same form, outline
and content of the budget as awarded. The first report shall cover
expenditures for the first three months of the grant budget period. The
second report shall cover expenditures for · the entire grant budgetperi~.
Both reports shall be submitted in time to reach the Grants Officer· in
Dallas, Texas no later than 30 days after the end of each period,

4.

Eq u i pme n t:

Pursuant to Clause 18 of the General· Terms and Conditions all property
purchased with Federal Funds p ovided by this Grant shall be and remain the
property ~f th• U~ited States. For purposes of this Clause, an item of ·
equipment is an article of property proc~red or fabricated which is complete
in itself, is of a durable nature, and has an expected service life of more
than one year.

1

Special Instructions, Page 2
5.

Other Reports:

Reports not clearly and specifically identified as to the addressee
within the grant document will be mailed to and inquiries concerning such
reports will be made to the office of:
Mr. Melvin L. Johnson
Program Director
Emergency School Assistance Program
Community Groups
USOE
400 Maryland Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20202
A/C 202-963-4228

..

/

ALTERATIONS
EMERGENCY SCHOOL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (107..)
Alterations to the General Terms and Conditions--Emergency School Assistance
Procrnm.
From Clause 8, Payment Procedures,
DELETE: from section a. the words "with attachment 5232-A,"
and further
DELETE:

the second part of section a. in its entirety.

From Clause 9, Reports, from section a., Evaluat1.on: 1.
DELETE: "October 15" and SUBSTITUTE WITH "30 days after the
date of grant award"; and from a. Evaluation: 2.
DELETE:

"May l" and SUBSTITUTE WITH "6 months after the date of
grant award".

Alterations . to the Special Instructions--Emergency School Assistance Program
DELETE:

Article "l. C_hanges: 11 in its entirety and substitute with the following:

"6. Request for Changes:

A.

Changes to the grant that delete, add to, or change direction or
method of accomplishing the goals as awarded are substantive changes
and are references in Clause 2. Scope of the Project.

B.

A budget transfer, not covered elsewhere in this document, is the
changing of a dollar amount from one budget line item as approved and
awarded to another line item.

C.

Grantee requests for either a scope change or a budget transfer will
be submitted in writing and before the fact.
The request package will contain complete and detailed justifications,
plus two seperate budgets. One budget will be concerned only with the
changes to be made, showing dollar deletions and additions to the
particular li~e item. The second budget summary sheet will depict the
total dollar budgeted e.mounts for the budget period as the budget would
be if the change is approved.
A request will be mailed to tho fodoral program monitor assigned to thi1
grant in the Washington, D. c. office with a copy to the Grant• Officer
in Dalla~. Approval will be signified by the issuance of a formal
grant modification."

"7.

Rate increases, such as salaries, p~r diem, and tt'avel will not be
authorized during the budget period. Such adjustments are considered
at the time of negotiation of a project continuation."
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DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH, E~uC ATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

\

FINANCE BRANCH

~..__wbowQUARTERL Y REPORT OF OISBU SEMENTS OF FEDERAL CASH

3

INSTRUCT IONS: Please complete and submit eley of cacb roooth fa 'lcOJJHg'?~?}Ort p ~ S e e

copies of this report

Reverse Side)

lat- ti , 70.fo-

•

1. REPORT FOR PERIOD ENOINC.:

,
3. NAME OF PROGRAM

19

-- .. -- - ---· - ----------------1-------------------2. CONTRACT OR GRA"-T NUMBER

4 . NAME AND A DD R ESS OF CONTRACTOR OR GRANTEE .

AMOUNT O F
DISBURSEMENTS

DISBURSEMENT ITEMS
5.

Disbursements of Federal cash previously reported

6.

Disbursements of Federal cash for current reporting period

7.

Federal cash on hand at end of current reporting period

8.
9.

$

(Federal cash accounted for)

TOTAL

REMARKS:

10, SUBMITTED BY:

(Type name and title)

11. SIGNATURE OF REPORTING OFFICIAL

12. DATE :

$

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMP~ETI~G MO~THLY /QUARTERLY
REPORT OF DISBURSE~ENTS OF FEDERAL CASH

This report serves as either a monthly or quarterly report of disbursements of Federnl cash under a specific Offic.:e of EJuc.:ation contract or grant. \Vhilc it i,, the OE policy to make monthly payments as requested by the contractor on Form OE-5 1-11,
"Quarterly Estimated Requirements for Federal Cash," adjustments will be made in a subsequent payment if this report
indicates significant differences between actual disbursements as compared to amounts previously estimated, resulting in
an excess of Federal cash on hand .
1.

Report for Period Ending: Show ending month and year of period for which report 1s made.

2. Contract or Grant ~umber:

Enter number as shown on the contract or grant award document signed by the Offic1: of Educa-

tion contracting or grants officer .
3. Name of Program: Show program title as it appears on the Office of Education contract or grant award document.
4. Name and Address of Contractor or Grantee: Enter name and address of contractor or grantee.
5. Disbursement of Federal Cash Previously Reported:

Enter the cumulative coca! of Federal cash previously disbursed and

reported for this c oncract or grant .
6. Disbursements of Federal Cash for Current Reporting Period: Enter total Federal cash disbursed during the current report•
ing period. Include any adjustments for periods previously reported and explain any significant amounts in Item 9.
7. Federal Cash on Hand at End of Current Reporting Period:_ Enter Federal cash on hand at end of current reporting period .
8. Total : Enter total of Items 5, 6, and 7.
9. Remarks: Grantee should include an explanation of the cash balance shown in Item 7 if it is greater than the next 30 day
requirements.
10. Submitted by·: Type or print the name and title of authorized official {project director, or the authorized representative of
the grantee).
11. Signature of Reporting Official: To be signed by authorized official in consultation with the project fiscal officer.
12. Date: Enter date this report is signed.

This form and all inquiries ~er · ent thereto sho\d be
al Se

to:

ices Section, Finance y h , U.S. Office of Education

venue, S.W. , Washington,

NOTE :

7ssed

,ts

D.(\, 20202

For Err;Ergen y Schoo
istanc\ Prog_ram, Send to
the J;1{EW Fin~ncial j,\lnagement Office in the
appropriate HEW Re{i~nal Office
{,

/

I:

/

~

I
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DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND WE LFA RE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

BUDGET BUREAU NO. 51 · R0622
APPROVAL EXPI RES : 6/3 0/71

QUARTERLY ESTI MATED REQUIR EMENTS FOR FEDE A

CASH

'A

'

INSTRUCTIONS: Please comple te and submit/ copies of th\s report
days
prior to the beginning of each quarter. (See r~e1se side)
, ')

1. REPORT PERIOD FOR QUARTER ENDING

3. NAME OF PROGRAM

2. CONTRACT OR GRANT NUMBER

4. NAME AND ADDRESS OF CONTRACTOR OR GRANTEE

DATE ESTIMA TED
CASH 15 NEEDED

5.

6.

(Show month and day)

ESTIMATED
AMOUNT REQUIRED

$

--.;__________

$

TOTAL
7. REMARKS

tO. DATE

9, SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICIAL

8. SUBMITTED BY (Type n•me •nd title)

ACCOUNTING DA TA (Protlram oll/cea w/11 complete Item• marked with an aator/ek (• )) (Soo rovorao for o,cplanallone)
*
0

< a:
u<
!!! w
Lt. >-

(1)

(2)

.J

*

APPROPRIATION
SYMBOL*

a:
ow
u 0.
w >a: I-

*

COMMON
ACCOUNT ING NO.
(3·9)

*

EFFECTIVE
DATE
(Mo,, Day, Year)

*
OBLIGATION/
DOCUMENT
NUMBER

REF.
CODE
( 16-18)

(10-15)

(19•28)

*

*

REF.
CODE

CURRENT
DOCUMENT
NUMBER

(29-31)

*
OBJECT
CLASS

(32-41)

( 42-45)

5
5
5
*
AMOUNT

(Dollar• and conta)

*
NEGATIVE
CODE

* :I:

*

*

~t:)

SCI./
NONSCI.

PRIMARY
VENDOR
NUMBER

,<
• a:
:I: 0
0 a:
< 0.
(58)

(46-57)

(59)

*

*
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNT
CODE

SECONDARY
VENDOR
NUMBER

(60-74)

(90-99)

(75-89)

.

*

MANAGEMENT
SUB-ACCOUNT
CODE
(100-113)

OE FORM 5141, 8/69

TRANS•
ACTION
CODE

MODIFIER
CODE

RE·
VERSE
CODE

GENERAL
LEDGER
ACCOUNTS

VOUCHER
SCHEDULE
NUMBER

114-116)

(11 7)

(118)

(119-126)

(127-132)

REPLACES EDITION OF 7/&a v.r1 ,CH IS OBSOLE. TE.

PROGRAM
PLANN ING
BUDGET
CODE

BAL·
ANCE
OF PAY•
MEN TS
CODE

(133•140)

(141-142)

GOVT ..'
MACHINE
NONNUMEjER
GOVT.
(143)

(144)

INSTRIJ (: rJ O
FOR COW' :Tl · ◊'JA • .,.~, Y ESTI MATED
, ,. U f! - ME NT S ,-;o •· ,:EDER L CASH
This report serves as both a qua rterly e st ir.ia e of r e()uir men:s for f ~d ,., ral cash a nd a request for month ly payments.
l.

Report Period for Quarter Ending: Indicate the applicable calenda r quart er fo r which the report is submitted.
\..

2. Contract or Grant Number: Enter number as shown on the contract or gram aw rd d ocument signed by the Office of Education contracting or grants officer.

3. Name of Program: Show program title as it appears on the Offi ce of Educ a tion contrRct or gra nt :i.wnrd do cument.
4. Name and Address of Contra ctor or Grantee: Enter name and a ddre ss. If check is to be dra wn pay hi e to other than the
contractor or grantee as shown, pie se indicate by an asterisk and state name a nd address for chi , purpos e under remarks.

5. Date Estimated Cash is Neede d: Show month and d y b y which

sh is actually needed. Every effort w i ll be made to see

thac U.S. Treasury chec ks will reach the conu ctor oo or immed ia tely pr ior to date shown. However, contractors and
grantees must submit request• promptly and allow foe the ti me required for processing and m iling of checks by the
Federal Government.

6. Estimated Amount Required: Enter totr.l esti mated mounts req uire d for d is burs ement by the grantee during each month of
the quarter. The grantee mu:: t no< adjus t these amounts by the Federal c s

on h n

reported on Form OE-5140. If it is

estimated that no funds will be required for disbursement durins a particular month, ente r "0" for that month. NOTE: If
check is to be issued to someone other th o the grantee, pie se give name and address .

7. Remarks: Include any comm.:nt• or iofom111tioo with resp.ect to unusual caish needs or trends that would be helpful to the
Office of Educ tion in proceuing this request for payment.

8. Submitted by: Type or print the name and title of the project director or an authorized representative of the grantee.

9. Signature of Req e a ting Official: To be signed
10. Date: Sbow d te t,

cpo

by authori2ed offici 1.

is signed.

I

This form and all ·nqu· ies pertinent thereto should be addressed to:
Chi f, F1sc;.I

st

=.:s Br nch, Fin nee D v·sion, U.S. Office of Educati_on

400 l, arylano/venu , S ., Wa

in

on, D.C. 20202

NOTE: For
Assistanc
the DHEW ·
Office in
HEW Reg· na

ogram, Send to
ncial Management
appropriate
ff ice

EXPLANATIO S
FISCAL Y -AR.--The lnat dia;it of the fiscal year to which
the obliaation is to be charged.

0 JECT C ASS.-Enter object and sub-object class codes
Hated in Chapter 4-50 o( the DHEW Accountlnii Manual,

APP OPRIATION SYM OL.-The numerical symbol uai~ed
by the Treaoury Dep rtme;it.

I.MOU ~T .-Amoun

COMMON ACC UNTf!--:G ~ _,
~R.-A aeven•dia;it number
(withor.: FY prefix) acaigned to a particular pro~,m !or record•
ing tranuctions. FY 1970 CAN Book.

EFFECTl'V'E OATE.-Tiu; date of sisnature of a thorizing
official,

REi::EREHCE COOE.•-A three•cliil,t code to identify the type
4-90 of the
DHEW Accounting Manual.
of document. Theae ::0<1 a are Hated in Cha t

OBLIGATIOH/DOCUMEHT UM B ER.•• A ten-digit oblig tion
number will be used. Adjustments to oblications must cite
the origin11l obligation number.
REFERENCE COOE.-A three-digit code to identify the
current document. Used in the same manner as the refer nee
code for the oblitiation above.
CURRENT t-OCUMENT HUMBER.-An identifyina number of
the docur:ie'l l oeing proce11sed.

o(

tranaacUon in dollars and centa.

HEGATIV CODE.-Enter a minus aiiin if the transaction i•
a neg tive amount.
SCIENCE•HON-SCIEHCE.-Enter "1" for Science or "2" for
Non-Science.

PnlMARY VENDOR.-A six•ditiit number to identify the
primary vendor/customer. Current OE vendor codes will be
uaed for FY 1970.
S CO~ DARY VEN OOR.-Will be used to identify secondary
recipie:1t when information i• available.
MAN A
MEMT ACCOUNT .--A ten•d.iait field, reaerved for
the p aent.

MANAGEMENT SUB-ACCOUHT.--A fourteen•ditiit field, re•
served for the present.
ADMIN./PROGRAM.-•Enter "A" for administrati ve or "P" for
proe;ram.

June 30, 1971

Dr. I. D. Starling
Director R. E. D. s.
Division of Education
Prairie View A. &M. College
Prairie View, TX 77445
Dear Dr. Starling:
On June 4, 1Q71, a co~y of the enclosed letter was sent to your
office requesting that you redraft your complete budget for the
Displaced Teacher Institute for submission to Washington. As of
this date we have not received any response regarding this request.

It fs very urgent and quite necessary that you honor this request
by 5:00 p.m. July 1, 1971, that we might send off your budget for
1971-1972 school year.
If there are any questions or dfscussfons you might have 1n honoring
this request, please forward same 1n writing.
Sincerely yours,
Ivory V. Nelson
IVN/mo

cc: Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

W.W. Clem
J. L. Brown

A. I. Thomas
A. J. McNeil

June 4, l.71

Dr. I. D. Starling
Cirector R. E. D.S.
Division of Education
Pra1 ri e View A. & M. College
Prairie View, TX 77445
Dear Dr. Starling:
The following budget structure was arran9ed in a conference with
President Thomas on June 2, 1971.

I. D. Starling

College
Sumn(?r

r.rant
u!TIDer

4020

-0-

306()
-0'1organ
-0-0Professor
-0-0Professor
-n-0Professor
Secretary 6/1/71 - 8/31/72 $5595.

College

Grant

LI. S.

-0-0-0-

12,440 /
12,000 /
12,000 /

9

months

9 months
9 months

It is also to be understood that t~r. 1organ is efTlnloyed and approved
for the summer only.

Please redraft your complete budget for submi sion to Washington to
request this budget rearranger.1ent. Please also ring budget by this office
for approval from this office and the President before su nitting to
Washington.
Sincerely yours,

Ivorv V. lelson
Assistant Dean of College
cc Dr. W. I~. Clem
Dr. J. L. Brown
!Jr. A. I. Thomas

June

29, 1971

Mr. D.R. Trent:
Prairie View A. &M. College
Prairie View, TX 77445
Dear Dean Trent:
I have received a carbon copy of your letter dated June 25, 1971,
in which you indicated that you have submitted a copy of the
Teacher Corps Concept Paper to President Thomas.
I shall like to call your attention to the proper administrative
structure of Prairie View A. &M. College, that before submitting
any items to the President you must consult your department head,
Dean of School and this office if it 1s a federal project.

In this regard, would you please secure the necessary approval
from your ir.,mediate supervisor for this concept paper, and would
you please provide us with a copy of the Concept Paper.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,

Ivory V. Nelson
IVN/mo
cc:

Dr.
Or.
Or.
Or.

J.L.
'..J.W.
A.I.
A.J.

Brown
Clem
Thomas
1cNei 1

June 30, 1971

Or. F. M. Byrd
School of Home Economics
Prairie View A. &M. College
Prairie View, TX 77445
Dear Dr. Byrd:
I have just received 1n this office guidelines for the preparation of
oroposals under P~RT E Education Professions Oevelopment Act. Two
of the national priorities of this program is a program to prepare
women entering or rentering graduate education for careers in higher
education, and programs to prepare personnel in higher education who
are concerned with the needs of students from low income families.
It is also the goal of this office to make every effort to have
several federal programs operating 1n each school this year.
Proposal guidelines are enclosed and assistance this office can
provide please feel free to call on me.
The deadline for proposal submission is August 1, 1971.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
Ivory V. Nelson
Assistant Dean of the College
IVN/mo
cc:

Dr. A. I. Thomas
Dr. A. J. McNeil

